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MOSSBAUER SCATTERING STUDIES WITH THE ISOTOPES Os 186 , Os 188 , Eu153 and Pr14-1 

Rollin John Morrison, Ph.D. 
Department of Physics 

University of Illinois~ 1965 

The thesis describes the observation of sizable Mossbauer effects with 

gamma rays of energies up to 155 keV. In order to observe significant 

effects for transitions with large recoil energies, and therefore small 

recoilless fractions, the experiments were performed with a scattering 

geometry. 

Some theoretical aspects of MSssbauer scattering are discussed. Cal~ 

culations Of the recoilless and nonrecoilless scattered intensities for 

single line Lorentzian distributions are presented. The scattered 

intensities are expressed in terms of a scattering function which contains 

the parameters of the scatterer. The scattering function has been evaluated 

for a wide range o£ values of the recoilless fraction, electronic absorption, 

thickness, and line width of the scatterer. 

The attractiveness and general applicability of the scattering method 

are demonstrated by the experimental results. The effects observed for 

the various sourcesand scatterers are given in the table below. These 

measurements were made with source and scatterer temperatures below 35° I. 

Isotope E , keV Source Soatterer Effect 
lu153 103 Sm203 Eu203 )0~ 

" " smF3 
n 18~ 

Os186 137 Re metal Os metal 9·7~ 
Pr141 145 Ceo2 Pr6011 4f, 

n " CeF3 
u 3~ 

Os188 155 Re metal Os metal 6.5~ 



The products of the source and scatterer recoilless fractions have been 

determined from the scattered intensities with the aid of the calculated 

scattering function. With the assumption that the source and scatterer 

Debye temperatures e-0 were equal, values eD = (J12 ± 7)° K and 

e0 = (322 ± 7)° K were determined from the scattered intensities for the 

os186 and Os188 measurements. Experiments were performed with higher 

2 

source and scatterer temperatures. From these measurements we found that 

the effective Debye temperature increases with temperature and with the 

magnitude of the recoil energy. Recoilless fractions and Debye temperatures 

were calculated for all of the measurements. Ferrimagnetic europium iron 

garnet was alSo used as a scatterer for the 10~ keV transition of Eu1 5~ 

From the magnetic hyperfine pattern observed, the ratio of the excited 

state and ground state g factors was determined. Using a previously 

measured value for the ground state magnetic moment we found the value 

* }1 = (1.9 ± 0.2) n m for the magnetic moment of the excited state. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

.. * In the six years since its discovery the Mossbauer effect has become 

established as a useful tool tor the study of problems in chemistry, 

nuclear physics, and solid state physics. To a large extent its usefulness 

stems from the tact that low lying nuclea~ levels of stable isotopes can 
-6 -10 be found which have lifetimes· between 10 and 10 seconds. The 

corresponding natural widths of the resonance lines are between 10-lO and 
~ h 10 eV respectively. With this energy resolution the Mossbauer effect can 

be used to measure the magnetic dipole,and electric monopole and quadrupole 

interactions or the nucleus with the fields at the center of the atomo 

These fields are strongly dependent upon the properties of the crystal 

lattice and upon the chemical bindingo 

There are a large number o£ low-lying nuclear levels of stable iso-

topes with lifetimes between 10-6 and lo-10 seconds.. Relatively few, how ... 

ever, lend themselves to easy Mossbauer experiments because the energy E~ 

of' most of' the ·levels is high enough so that the probability for a 

recoilless emission or absorption is small. In the Debye model the 

reeoilless fraction tor a lattice with a temperature ot ,0° K is 

f= --!{t 
e J (1-1) 

where the free nucleus recoil energy ER is given·by 

*For2 ~ discussion 'o£ the Mossbauer effect see .Frauenfelder1) and Boyle 
and Rallo J 

1 
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(1-2) 

Here Mc2 is the rest energy o£ the nucleus, k is the Boltzmann constant and 

8n is the Debye temperature ot the lattice. The criterion tor a sizable 

recoilless traction is that Ea be less than or comparable with the typical 

lattice energy k%• With the normal transmission arrangement, exper:iJilents 

with recoilless tractions less than about three percent are difficult and 

have limited usefulness. For example, with rare earth oxides which have 

Deybe temperatures ,..._, 200° K this would mean that 100 keV is about the 

upper limit tor u.se£ul transitions. Other materials have higher Debye 

temperatures but £ew experiments have been performed with energies over 

100 keV. The highest energy Mossbauer et£ect that has been observed with 

a transmission experiment is the 134 keV transition o£ Re 187*. 3) 

This thesis describes the observation ot sizable Mossbauer e££ects 

with gamma. rays o£ energies up to 155 keV by means of resor~t scattering. 

The advantage o£ scattering over the normal transmission method can be seen 

£rem. Figs. 1 and 2. In the case o£ transmission both reooillessly and 

nonrecoillessly emitted gamma rays o£ the energy E~ pass through the 

resonant absorber and are counted. I£ the relative energy shift o£ the 

source with respect to the absorber (which includes the relative Doppler 

shift, S = ~ ) is less than or o£ the order o£ the line width o£ the 

nuclear level, resonant absorption o£ the recoillessly emitted gamma rays 

occurs in the absorber and a lower count rate results. A typical curve o£ 

the transmission vers~ the absorber velocity is shown. In the limit that 

* The highest energy Mossbauer etteg~ that has been previously 
reported is the 137 keV transition o£ Os 1 (Ret. 4 and 5) which was 
observed with a scattering geometry. 



SOURCE 

TRANSMISSION GEOMETRY 
ABSORBER 

VELOCITY v~ 
DOPPLER SHIFT S:: f-Er 

COUNT RATE vs. ABSORBER VELOCITY 
counts/sec 

T(oo) 

T(o) 

v (em/sec) 

COUNTER 

11c· 1. !he 11'r&lll--.t tor a Mias'ba~ ~••1• ~t 
aDd. a tJPioal OVV"e et iihe truaaiaaien .,, • abewbw .,elooiv. 



SCATTERING 

SOURCE 

SCATTERED 
GAMMA RAY 

COUNT RATE vs. SCATTERING VELOCITY 
counts/sec 

v (em/sec) 
J'1c. 2. The arr&JW•ct tor a MOasbauer ecatterinl u;pel"iilut. aDd. 

a tJpical curYe ot the scattered count rate vs. tu 
acatterer velooi t7. 

4 
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the absorber is very thick the magnitude of the effect, D/T(in£), approaches 

the value of the recoilless traction. With a transmission arrangement the 

size o£ the effect is limited because the nonrecoilless gamma rays are 

counted. 

The scattering geometry does not have this intrinsic limitation. A 

typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The counter is shielded from the 

source so that in the ideal case only recoillessly emitted gamma rays which 

are resonantly scattered will be counted. The resonant scattering process 
• • can be visualized as a resonant absorption followed by a re-emission. The 

re-emitted radiation can be either recoillessly or nonrecoillessly emitted 

gamma r~ or conversion electrons. In the ideal case there are counts 

only when the source and scatterer are on resonance. A typical curve ot the 

scattered count rate as·a :function of the scatterer velocity is shown. The 

count rate of£ resonance, B, is the background caused by Cmpton scattering 

and other processes~ The size of the effect is ~(0)/B 

the resonantly scattered intensity, depends upon the source and scatterer 

recoilless tractions, It the background count rate is low • large effects 

can be observed even with small recoilless fractions. 

The first two chapters of this thesis are devoted to a discussion ot 

the scattering method. Theoretical aspects of resonant scattering are 

discussed and calculations of the resonantly scattered intensities are 
•• presented. The calculations are used to determine the recoilless tractions 

of the source and scatterer from the scattered intensity. The experimental 

method is described • 

• The details are discussed in Sec. 2.1. 

•• 6) These calculations have been submitted for publication. 
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The attractiveness and general applicability ot the s-catter:i.ilg method 

is demonstrated by the results presented in the last two chapters. ·Bxperi-

ments were perto:nlad w1 th the 1 0) • 1 37, 14.5 • and 1.5.5 keV gamma i!tqs ot 
~u1 .53, as186, Pr141 , and os188 respectively'.* The sisable resonant peaks 

observed made it possible to measure the recoilless tractions, isomer 

sbitts, and in the case ot Eu 1.53 the magnetic mom.ent ot the excited 

state. 

* ~ 1.53 The MOssbauer ettect in Eu · was tirst observed by D& Ner-cy, 
Langevin- Sm. Spighel.7,S) 'fhe os186 transition was investigated. by 

4 ,;) 186 Barrett and Grodzins. • Our preliminary results with Os and 
as188 have been published.9) 
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2. RESONANT SCATTIR.Ull 

2.1 Cross Sections 

In the early history ot the Mossbauer ettect there were ditterences ot 

opinion concerning the dependence ot the Mossbauer resonant scattering cross 

section on the recoilless traction £ 1 • Both experilllental worklO,ll,l2) and 

theoretical argumentslJ,llf.,l;) support the tact that it the litet.im.e o£ the 

nuclear state is long compared with the crystal vibraticm times "'"""'1o-13 SEtc, 

the recoilless (elastic) part o£ the resonant cross section is proportional 
2 • to £1 while the total resonant cross section is proportional to t'. 
The ditterential scattering cross section tor the resonant scattering 

ot a gamma ray by a nucleus embedded in a crystal with a lattice transition 

£rom the initial state i to the tinal stage t is 

(2-1) 

where r• is the width o£ the excited nuclear level, oC. is the internal 

conversion coetticient, e is the scattering angle, and W(8);) is the 

angular correlation £unction corresponding to a gamma.-guma cascade with a 

spin sequence Igr abe,_ Iex~ Igr' where Igr and Iexo are the spins ot 

the nuclear ground and excited states respectively. The nuclear absorption 

cross section ~ is given by16) 

I 2 fr 2.Te.x.c. + J I a;:- ::= 
o ~~'1. ') I-3r t I I+<><- ) (2-2) 

• In the total resonant cross section we include only processes in which 
the scattered radiation is a gamma ray. 
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~ where Kino is the wave vector of' the incident gamma ray. 

The factor wti depends upon the properties ot the lattice and is given 

byl7) 

4i=f~ <-r I e -ii&..r. "'u> (l I e (!!,.' ". ,_../ t) 12 

Einc -Eo- ltj- Et')-+ f. f/L (2-J) 

..... ~ 
In this expression kscat is the wave vector ot the scattered gamma ray, r 

is the position ot the scattering nucleus, fi and fj are the crystal 

energies tor the eigenstates i and j, 10 is the energy ot the scatterer 

resoDance, and line is the energy of' the incident gamma ray. For the lite-

ti.Jaes usu.].4r encou.tered with the Mossbauer etf'ect the width r• is between 

lo-10 aJld 10-6 eV. This width is much smaller than the typical eaerg7 

level spacing ot the lattice Ej - fi -1o·2 eV. It the inoicleat gUilla rq 

ene~ is ·near t.Ae scatterer resolUU'lCe, •uc - •o""- r: t.llen onlT the state 

j = i contributes to the sa. We oan then write Bq. (2-3) 

Bo energy is given to the lattice it the lattice remains in the initial 

state. The probability tor a recoilless scattering is proportional to 

For a given temperature we have a probability distribution ot initial 

states i. It we perform a thermal average over the initial states we obtain 

(2-6) 
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Here f f T indicates a thermal average and the recoilless .traction .t• is 

defined 

(2-7) 

The d:i.t.terential cross section .tor the resonant scattering o.t a gamma ray 

with no recoil energy loss is then given by 

W(B) . (2...8) 

I+~ 

For the total resonant scattering probability in which energy may or 

may not be given to the lattice one obtains 

We can write 

and using completeness, . 

we have 

t 
""'CAY. .:: 

( 

(2-ll) 

(2-12) 



If we perform a thermal average over the initial states we obtain 

f' ) 

10 

(2-13) 

and the differential cross section for the total resonant scattering is 

f
/ I 
qo I 

I +a~--

Wfe) (2-14) 

From this discussion we see that for the nuclear lifetimes usually 

encountered with the Mossbauer effect the resonant scattering process can 

be visualized as a resonant absorptiOf\ with a probability proportional to f' • 
f'l 

and a subsequent re-emission with the probability IT7t that the 

re~emitted radiation is a recoillessly emmitted gamma ray. 

2.2 Scattering from Resonant Nuclei in a Solid State EnVironment 

If recoilless gamma rays frOJil a M8ssbauer source are incident upon a 

resonant scatterer the resonantly scattered intensity depends upon the line 

shape and relative energy shift of the source,. and the thickness, isotopic 

abundance, electronic absorption, recoilless fraction, and line shape of the 

scatterer. We have calculated the recoilless and nonrecoilless parts of the 

scattered intensity for single line Lorentzian source and scatterer line 
' 

shapes and for various values of the scatterer parameters. These calcula-

tions. which are presented in Sec. 2.3, are subject to the assumptions which 

are discussed in the remainder of this section. 

2.21 Interference with Rayleigh Scattering.18) For gamma ray energies 

of the order 14 keV and lower there is significant interference between 
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Rayleigh scattering by the atOJn and nuclear resonant scattering. The 

scattered intensity versus velocity curve exhibits an asymmetric shape 

since the cross section contains a term proportional to the shift o£ the 

gamma ray energy from the scatterer resonance. For energies of 100 keV or 

higher this effect is negligible for all but forward scattering because 

the Rayleigh cross section is small. More than three fourths of the 
• Rayleigh scattering takes place with scattering angles ~<eo where 

For ~>eo the dif'i"erential Rayleigh cross section per unit solid angle is 

2.. 
_ CINI ' 

(2-16) 

~e Z is the nuclear charge of the scattering atom, I is the energy of 

the incident gamma ray, and mc2 is the electron rest energy. For the lOJ 

keV gamma. rq of h.l.5J • tor example, w:e have 80 '\,... 60~ and at (7 = 180° 

- 2) 2. 
2. s- /0 ,<,.., 0 

This is small compared with the product of the isotopic abundance, a. and 

the nuclear resonant cross section, 

*These expressions are essentially those ot Franz. l9) They have been 
discussed and checked experimentally by Moon.ZO) 
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2.22 Diffraction Peaks at Bragg Apgles. Since part of the resonant 

scattering is coherent, diffraction peaks occur at Bragg angles due to the 

regular lattice structure. This effect is discussed by O'Connor and 

Black18) for single crystals. With our geometry the Bragg effects should 

cause a negligible error in the calculation of the scattered intensities 

since we used a powder scatterer and since our scatterer and counter solid 

angles were quite large. 

2.23 Lorentzian Line Shape. A third assumption made in the calculations 

is that the energy distribution of the incident gamma rays and the saatterer 

cross section have Lorentzian line shapes. Although these line shapes are 

genera.lly distorted as a result of solid state effects, it is approximately 

valid in many oases to assume a broadened Lorentzian21•22 ) shape where the 

cross section on resonance 00 is given 

(2-17) 

In this expression l;at is the natural width of the excited state and r' is 

the effective width of the scatterer. 

2.J Scattered Intensities 

From Sec. 2.1 we see that the total differential scattering cross 

section contains two parts, a recoilless part Eq. (2-8), and a nonreooilless 

part which is given by the difference between the total resonant scattering 

Bq. (2-14) and the recoilless part Bq. (2-8) • 

Q;;-' 
I + r:A. 

WttJ) 
(2-18) 
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The two parts o£ the scattered radiation have intensities which are diller-

ent functions of the scatterer thickness since the recoilless part is sub-

ject to both resonant and electronic reabsorption while the nonrecoilless 

part is absorbed only by electronic processes. 

Bqs. {2-8) and 2-18) are valid only if the resonance line shape is 

not distorted. It is convenient to write the cross sections in terms of 

a resonant absorption coe££icient){'E) which has the dimension length-1, 

ani "Which reduces to 

{2-19) 

if the line is Lorentz ian. Here E is the energy measured from E0 • the 

resonance energy o£ the scatterer, and n is the number of Mossbauer 

nuclei per cm2• Then we can write the scattering cross sections in 

units length•1 per tractional solid angle for recoilless and nonrecoil-

less scattering, respectively, 

and 

t'Wte) _JJ(e) 
I+ rJ... ;rt ) 

-=- , (1-f')wte)_ 11 {~)) 
/i- o<. /"\ 

{2-20) 

{2-21) 

Consider the resonant scattering of a distribution IR{E, 81) o£ 

recoilless gamma rays tram a Mossbauer source by a £oil o£ thickness t 

with scattering cross sections given by Eqs. {2-20) and {2-21 ) and an 

electronic absorption coe££icient~e· Here 81 is the energy difference 

between the energy o£ the source and the resonance of the soatterer. 

The distribution IR{E, 81) is normalized such that 
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fP 

_/JwfcAe I 11 (•A) = ff1io) 
,.,, - fF;l 

(2-22) 

where N
0 

is the source gamma ray intensity from the level of interest, f 

is the source recoilless fraction, and dw is the increment of fractional 

solid angle. With the geometry of Fig. 3 the energy distribution IR(E,s1) 

of the recoilless part of the scattered radiation is 
t 

1 '(t= ~) = -t'W(a) ~~~w'#(IE)T (EJ!.) -'-Pn -~~e. -t)((~)J[cose, 01 +cose(~] 
R ')' I+Q( /l - R ' Si~Y, .le (2-23). , 

() 

BY performing the integration over 7 we have 

' T '(e s.):: f IV(9) 
~ )/ Jfo<. 

-tfA~+)1(S:)] [cosec 't, +cosec. rJ 
rJ.tAJJ,~!If_(G) !~(E; s,) -=-l ___ -_Q. _________ _ 

(I+ S ~11¥, cosec. )"4 ) [)( e ·tj'((E-) J (2_24) 

The intensities NR(s1) and Nha<s1) of gamma rays which are scattered into 

the fractional solid anglEt:.dw' without and with recoil energy loss are, 

respectively, 
.,p 

~~~ (S,) f J t: I~{EISJ = 
-Jl 

I f W(9) 
!+<~-. 

aO 

dwott.UJ JE. I'l(6lS)){fE) 
-.p 

-t r II -+ A.((GB [c.. osec.. Y, + c o.Se c. Y1.] I- e Y1e 
X (2-25) 

and 

(2•26) 



SOURCE 

SCATTERED 
GAMMA RAY 

RESONANT 
SCATTERER 

8 

nc. ). 'lbe scatteri~ gecaetr;y. The angles )1 and ~ and the 
thiokaess t are detined in the soatteri~ plane. The 
soatterillg qle e 1s equal to l; + ~. 

1S 
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AB indicated in Fig. J the scattering angle f) is the sum of the two angles 

Y1 and ¥2 which are defined in the scattering plane. The thickness t of 

the scatterer is also defined in the scattering plane. 

If the scatterer is thin, it is unlikely that a scattered gamma ray 

will be reabsorbed in the scattering foil. In this limit, t(){e +J((E)) ~< 1, 

we have the relationships • 

/1/(s,) = -f'W(B) -t J.wJ.w' ·fi)IOJEI (£ S )Ju(G) 
R (1+~) St.'~V ~ J 1'/l ) 

Ql -.P 

and 

Ilk (5,) -

~~ts,j 
f' 

(I- f'J • 

(2-27) 

(2-28) 

(2-29) 

If one assumes the Lorentzian distributions Eq. (2-19) for the scatterer and 

for the sourc~ the integral in Eqs. (2-27) and (2-28) has the value 

Here r and r I are the source and scatterer widths. and )1n is the 

resonance absorption coefficient at resonance 

(2-JO) 
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(2-32) 

It the scatterer is not thin the exponentials in Eqso (2-25) and (2-26) 

cannot be so easily approximated. By inserting the Lorentzian distributions, 

Eqs. (2-19) and (2-30), into (2-25) and (2-26) we have 

and 

F (f;s,) f.3tt) A J 1/r~ 
(I+ 5(~ r, cosec. Y-a.) 

NN'n(s,\= f.(l--t') ~(~) 1/odwd"':/ F(~s, A A J/r'\ 
I'A ,, ') (I + ,<..) r' ) I-III() ) I 4 

) , 

Here the following quantities have been introduced: 

) 

(2-33) 

(2-34) 

(2-35) 

The pa.ramet.ers of the scatterer are contained in the scattering function 

(2-36). 

whe~e we have substituted X for 251/ r f 9 y for ZB/ r t t and A for (3 R Ot'·Pmt· 
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For the case of a thick scatterer it is useful to define a function 

) (2-37) 

which tends to zero for large values of the quantity 

Equation (2-36) can then be written in the form 

~ (2-38) 

where the Lorentzian dependence on the Doppler shift is explicitly shown. 

Computer evaluations of F(O, A ,A, r I r•) and E (0, ",A.r lr ') have been 

carried out and the results are shown in Figs. 4-9 .• 

2.4 Determination of the Recoilless Fraction from tne 
Total Resonant Scattering 

The total resonant scattering on resonance, 

I I J ,\ /Yr {0) =~(D) t ~~(D/ J (2-39) 

can be measured by comparing the scattered count rate on and off resonance. 
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Inserting Eqs. (2-33) and (2-34) we obtain 

(2-40) 

I£ the solid angles involved are not small, appropriate averages must be 

made. 

In most cases of interest, fl is small so that 

M;'tD) ~ fo J.w Jw' W(fJ) -f F(oJ P~fJJA; rjr~ (I +rl.) t< ,, 

Usually -<. and W (e) ·are, kMim and from the measured values of 

Nf(O) and N0 one can determine the product f F(O,f3NR'A,r/r') .. I£ 

f, /'t..e• t, 00• n, and r/r I are known, the curves ofF plotted in 

(2-41) 

Figs. 4-9 and Eqs. (2-32) and (2-33) can be used to obtain a unique value 

for f'. 
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Fig. 4. The functions F(O,)..A,r/r•) and E (O,A,A.r/r•) defined 
in lqs. (2-)6) and (2-)7) respectively are given as a 
!unction ot ~tor various values o.f' A and tor (f/P )2: 0.2. 
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Fig. 5. The funct~ons F(O,A,A,r/r') and~(O,~,A,r/;') defined 
~ Eqs. (2-36) and (2-J?) respectively are given as a 
function of A for various values of A and tor (r/()2= 0.8. 
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ng. 6. The functions l(O,'A,A.r/r•) and l:(O,'A.A,r/r•) defined 
in lqs. (2-36) and 2-37) respectively are given as a 
function of A for various values of A and for (r /r' )2= 1.0. 
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Fig. 7. The functions F(O,~,A,f/r•) and f(O,~,A,r/r•) defined 
in Eqs. (2-)6) and 2-37) respectively are given as a 2 function of ~for various values of A and for (r/r•) ~ 1.2. 
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Fig. a. The functions F(O,A,A,r/r •) and E(O,~,A,r/r•) defined 
in Eqs. (2-)6) and (2-37) respectively are given as a 
function of A for various values of A and (r/r•)2: 2.0. 
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Fig. 9. The sQattering tunotion F(O,'t...A,r/r•) versus A for r /r 1 ;:: 1 and various values of A. 
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J. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental arrangement (Fig. 10) was specifically designed for 

the observation of M~sbauer etfects with high transition energies 11 
and small recoilless fractions. The backscattering geometey was chosen to 

minimize B, the background caused by nonreeonant processes. Large solid 

angles and cold source and scatterer temperatUl'&S were used to obtain the 

highest possible resonant scattering intensity Nr(O). The main objective 

of the experimental design was to obtain large signal to noise ratios 

Nf<O)/B and high count rates for experiments with small recoilless 

fractions. 

The M~ssbauer effects were observed by measuring the resonant 

scattering ot the recoillessly emitted gamma ~ays as a tunctiop. of the 

scatterer velocity. The intensity of the resonant scattering 

(J-0, 

wa.:;~ d.et8l'IIQ.®d from the count rate in the peak of the curve of the scattered. 

intensities vers~ scatterer velocity. In this expression 

are average values of the angula:-

correlation and scattering f'unQtions , and A lA) and A ~ 1 are the 

solid angles subtended by the scatterer and the counter respectively. 

J.l Nonresonant B§ckgroynd 

For the M8ssbauer transitions energies of these experiments the back-

ground counting rate was mainly caused by the following processes: 
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Fig. 10. Experimental ar~angement. Source and scatterer are in 
thermal contact with a liquid helium reservoir in an 
evacuated cryostat. The tungsten shield carrying the 
source is supported from the helium container by three 
thin wall tubes, two of which serve as a drip tube. 
The scatterer cone is suspended from the velocity trans-
ducer on top of the cryostat by a drive rod, the upper 
part of which is a thermal insal.ator, whereas the lower 
part made of aluminum is in thermal contact with the 
helium container through a strip of soft copper. The 
velocity transducer consists of two mechanically 
coupled coils moving in the field of a loUdspeaker 
type magnet, with one of the coils acting as a drive, 
the other one as a pickup. The radiation shield con-
nected to the liquid nitrogen container is lined with 
lead on the inside to reduce the background counting 
rate due to Compton scattering. The source and 
scatterer temperatures are measured by two platinum 
resistors not shown in the figure. One of them is 
cem~ted to the scatterer cone and the other one is 
in a: hole drilled through the tungsten shield. The 
scintillation counter, a 1-1 /2" x 1·12· .B~(TI) Integral 
Line assembly, is kept at room temperature. 
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a. Compton scattering by the scatterer of the gamma. rays from the 

level E ~. 

b. Compton scattering of higher energy gamma rays and Bremstrahlung 

by the scatterer. 

c. Compton scattering from parts of the apparatus. 

d. Creation of Bremstrahlung by beta particles which strike the 

scatterer. 

e. Incomplete shielding of the counter from direct radiation from the 

source. 

The background caused by the first process was greatly reduced by using 

the back scattering geometry shown in Fig. ll. For transition energies 

ty? 100 keV and large angles B the Compton scattered gamma rays have a 

sufficiently lower energy, 

E = c I + ~ ( 1- <.O~ 8-) ) 
(3-2) 

to be resolved from the resonantly scattered energy £'6 with a scintillation 

counter. Here mc2 is the rest energy o£ the electron. The importance of 

this Compton shift can be seen from Fig. 12 where the scattered spectrum of 

the Sml5J source is shown. By setting the pulse height selector channel on 

the upper half.' of the 103 keV peak of the direct source spectrum the Ccmpton 

scattering of the 103 keV gamma rays can be almost completely avoided. 

Backscattering has an additional advantage for experiments with the 

even-even nuclei Os186 and os188, where the spin of the ground and first 
' + + rotational levels are 0 and 2 respectively. The scattered intensity is 

enhanced in the forward and backward directions as a result of the strong 

angular correlation, 
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Fig. 11. The cylindrically symmetric scattering geometry. The 
source is fixed on the bottom ot the cone-shaped cup 
ot the tungsten shield. On top ot the source is a 
graphite disc which stops all the beta particles. The 
graphite is covered by an aluminum toil acting as a 
radiaUon shield. The scattering material is cemented 
to the entire inner surface ot the almninum cone to 
obtain a large solid angle) or to a ring-shaped portion 
ot the surtace defined by angles 'f 1 and 'f 2 to obtain 
a better velocity resolution. 
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Fig. 12. The scintillation counter spectrum o£ the scattered 
and direct gamma rays from a Sm 153 source. The con-
tribution to the scattered count rate in the 1 OJ keV 
channel £rom the Compton scattered 1 OJ keV gamma rays 
is small because o£ the large Compton shift. 
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W(9) ~ I+ o. 3S7/ fi.(t.os. 6) + /. 1'13 Rt (t.oS e)) 

for the spin sequence 0 ~ 2 _. 0. 

In order to avoid a large amount of Compton scattering of higher 

energy radiation"' from the scatterer we chose sources which beta decayed 
188 predominantly to the level of interest or the ground state. The Re 

source used in the as188 experiment had some higher energy gamma rays and 

internal Bremstrahlung which made a noticable contribution to the background. 

Compton scattering from the apparatus was minimized by lining the in-

side of the cryostat with lead. The high-Z material was used because it 

had a high ratio of photoelectric absorption to Campton scattering cross 

sections for the troublesome energies. 

The creation of Brem.strahlung in the scatterer was prevented by 

stopping the beta particles in the graphite disc. The low-Z material 

absorbed the electrons while producing a minimum of Brems trahlung. 

The counter was shielded tram the direct source radiation by the 

tungsten block. The thickness of the block was adequate tor the ae188 

source which had the highest energy radiations. 

).2 The Scatterer and j;.he Scattering Geomew 

The scatterer was made by cementing the powder containing the Mossbauer 

isotope to the scatterer support. The scatterer support was a thin cone and 

rod which was turned tram one piece ot aluminum. 

"' In macy cases this part of the background can be eliminated by using 
two counters and counting the resonantly scattered gamma rays in 
coincidence with a preceeding radiation. 
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The cylindrically symmetric geometry makes it possible to have large 

scatterer and counter solid angles Aw and .l1 w1 • The large solid angles 

' were used to obtain high count rates and to improve the ratio NT(O)/B. 
. 186 188 The latter ettect was especially 1mportant tor the Os and Os cases 

where a large part ot the background resulted from contributions from "c" 

and "e" which are independent of the solid angle " 
A large Aw , however, has a serious disadvantage tor measurements of 

shifts and splittings. I£ the scatterer has a velocity v toward the source 

it will have a velocity component -v cosY' i~ the direction ot emission ot 

a gamma ray emitted at an angle 'f with the cylindrical axis. The Doppler 

shift -<>f the source with respect to the scatterer is then ~'f = V ';s '~"Et 
where c is the velocity of light. It the scatterer is made in the form ot 

a symmetric ring de.fined by the maximum and minimum angles 'f 2 and lf 1 the 

gamma rays emitted experience a range ot Doppler shifts defined by c: 05 l.fJ 

and co 5. ~ • A calculation of the effect of this spread of Doppler shifts 
).... 

was carried out for the full scatterer defined by ~l = 0° and ~2 = 52° 

tor an unshifted source and scatterer of natural line shape. It showed that 

the curve of the scattered intensity versus v could be reasonably well 

approximated by a Lorentzian with a velocity scale given by vet£= v/1o~• 

The solid angle subtended by the scatterer tor t~s case was 0.24 and 

the geometrical factor of Eq. {J-1), .l1CA)llw' ~(b) , had the value 1.5 x 

10-3. Here W'(~ is defined by 

Aw t1w' l.V( 9) - [,( w [e~ w 1 W{ 8) 
:tltJ ~ t./ 

(3-3) 

This geometry was used to~ the Os186 and os188 experiments where unshifted 

single lineS were observed .. 
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For the measurements o£ shitts and splittings where distributions other 

than unshitted single lines were involved a smaller Aw was used where 'f 1 
and 'f 2 had the values Jl0 and 40° respectively. 

).) The Scatterer Motion 

The velocity o£ the scatterer was provided and measured by a two coil 
• magnetic drive. The scatterer was attached to the magnetic drive by means 

ot a drive rod (bakelite or pyrex tube). A signal proportional to the 

scatterer velocity was furnished by the pick up coil o£ the magnet drive. 

The sinusoidal motion o£ the scatterer was checked and calibrated by means 

ot an Fe57 Mossbauer experiment. A oo57 in iron source was mounted on the 

scatterer and the trans:arl.ssion o£ the 14.4 keV gamma rays through an en .. 

riched iron absorber was measured. The well known hyper£ine pattern was 

observed and was used to calibrate the pickup signal o£ the magnet drive 

in terms of the rod velocity. Vibrational broadening was checked tor 

scatterer motions with maxi.m:wn velocity up to ± 2.5 em/sec. With the 

± 2.5 em/sec velocity amplitude displayed over 128 channels of the multi-

channel ~er the broadening was found to be less than the multichannel 

resolution and therefore negligible compared with the natural widths o£ 

the Mossbauer isotopes investigated. 

).4 Source ang Scatterer Temperatures 

The source and scatterer were cooled to obtain the largest possible 

recoilless tractions. The source was mounted on a tungsten block which 

served to shield the counter £rom direct gamma rays. The block was in 

• The magnet. drive was made by M. Atac and is similar to one described 
by Kanlceleit.2J) 
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thermal contact with a drip tube from the liquid helium vessel. The exhaust 

end of the drip tube passed through the liquid helium and nitrogen vessels 

and was open to the atmosphere. By closing this end and heating the 

tungsten block the source temperature could be adjusted. A platinum 

resistor was cemented in a hole in the tungsten block and was used to 

measure the source temperature. 

The scatterer was cooled to .30~ by conduction to the liquid helium 

vessel. The conduction path was through the aluminum scatterer support and 

a copper strip. The copper strip also served to stabilize the motion of 

the drive rod. The measurement of the scatterer temperature was made by 

means of a platinum resistor which was cemented to the conical part of the 

scatterer support. 

Iower scatter temperatures, which were independent of the source 

temperature, were obtained by surrounding the scatterer with a thin copper 

and aluminum heat shield. The heat shield was attached to the helium 

vessel by means of three l/8 11 copper rods. 

3.5 Counting E;Quiment 

A 1~ 11 x t" integral line scintillation counter assembly was used tor 

the eJq>er:iments. The gamma ray spectrum of Sml5.3 is shown in Fig. 1.2. 

The corresponding spectrum of the scattered gamma rays is also shown, with 

the pulse height selector setting used in the experiment. The PHS setting 

was adjusted to obtain the best signal to noise ratio consistent w1 th a 

high count rate. 

The standard pulses from the pulse height selector were modulated by 

the velocity signal from the pickup coil o£ the magnet drive. The modulated 

pulses we:r:-e then stored in either 64 or 128 channels o£ a 256 channel 
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analyzer and time normalized to give the scattered coimt rate vs. v. For the 

measurement ot isomer shitts the pickup signal was periodically reversed. 

The shitts were then evaluated £rom the relative displacement ot the two 

curves ot the scattered count rate vs. v. 

-;.6 Sources and Scatterers 

;.61 Sources and Scatterer tor the OsmiUlll iXPeriments. Sources were 

made by neutron irradiation o£ natural rhenium metal. The only radio iso-

topes produced were Re186 and Re188 wi. th 90 and 17 hour halt-lives. The 

es188 experiments were performed immediately atter the irradiation to take 

advantage o:r the initial ratio o£ 5.6 tor the intensities o:r the os188 and 

as186 transitions respectively. The Re188 activity decayed quite ra;>idly 

so that attar about a week a relatively uncontaminated Re186 source remained. 

The scatterer consisted o£ a 185 mg/cm2 layer o:r natural osmium 

containing 1.6% os186 and 1.3 • .3% os188• The metallic osmium powder was 

cemented to the entire inner surtace ot the scatterer support. 

;.62 Sm15.3 sources and ~l5.3 scatterers. The 10.3 keV level ot lul5.3 

can be reached either by beta decay trom sm15.3 or K-capture £rom Gd15.3. 

The 47 hour Sm15.3 was used because the 10.3 keV gamma ray has a higher 

branching ratio when ted .by this parent. The sources used were in the 

chEimical torms Sm2o3 and SmF3• The sm2o3 sources were made by neutron 

irradiation o£ sm2o3 powder. Neither the oxygen nor other samarium isotopes 

caused seziou radioactive contamination. Since the neutron activation 

cross sections ot fluorine are quite large the fluoride source was made 

atter the samarium had been irradiated. Natural europium which has an 
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Eul5J abundance of 52.18~ was used as a scatterer for all the experiments. 

The chemical forms Eu2o3 and europium iron garnet (5Fe2o3•JEu2o3) were used. 

141 141 Ce Sources and the Pr Scatterer. The 145 keV level of 
141 141 Pr is fed by the beta decay of Ce • The cerium sources which had a 

radioactive contamination of about one percent were purchased from Nuclear 

* Science and Engineering Corp. The atomic configuration of cerium, 

6s24f2 makes it possible to form 4+ compounds. Sources were made in the 

chemical forms Ce02 (4+) and CeF3 (J+). 

Natural praseodymium which has a 10~ abundance of Pr141 was used as 

the scatterer. The chemical form was Pr6o11 (Pr2o3•4Pr02). 

* Nuclear Science and Engineering Corp., Pittsburgh J6, Pa. 
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4. MOsSBAUER SCATTERilil WITH Os 186 AND Os 188 

4.1 lx:perimental Results 

The normalized scattered count rates for the two isotopes are shown 

as a function of veff in Figs. 13 and 14. Single resonant peaks of 9.7/; 

and 6.5~ o£ the background level were observed for os186 and os188 with 

the source and scatterer at 26° K ani J0° K respectively. The observed 

peaks were fitted to a Lorentzian curve and were found to have widths 

that were larger by factors of 1.24 ± 0.08 and 1.37 ± 0.09 than the widths 

corresponding to the half-lives 0.84 nsec24) and 0.71 nsec25) for Os 186 

and Os 188 respectively. Isomer shifts were observed to be less than 0.04 

of the experimental line width for both isotopes. During these runs data 

was also taken with the source ani scatterer temperatures 82.5° K and 

79° K. The sets of data for both isotopes were taken With the same 

scatterer ani the same geometry. 

The source strength for the Mossbauer transition was measured before 

each run with the scintillation counter that was used in the experiments. 

Typical source strengths were 5.7 107 gamma rays per sec. With t.bis 

source strength the total scattered count rate tor Re186 was 320 counts/see. 

Scattered count rates with Re188 were higher as a result of the three times 

larger background. 

With the measured values of the resonantly scattered intensities 

and source strengths and the calculated value tor the geometrical factor 

..14.1 IJ,.:} W'(6) we used Eq. (3-1 ) to obtain the values for the reduced 

intensity. 

No 4w 4~' W(~) 
given in table 1. 

f F(oJ )..1 A; rlr') 
I+ rJ... 

(4 ... 1) 
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Table 1 

Run E t keV Source Temp, ~ Scatterer Temp, ~ fF(D~~~ fk') 
( I -t d<..} 

26 ± .5 30 ± .5 (6.00 ± 0.7)10-4 
1 137 

82 • .5 ± 4 • .5 79 ± 1 (1.3.5 ± 0.16)10-4 

26 ± .5 30 ± .5 (14 • .5 ± 0.2)1 o-4 
2 1.5.5 

82 • .5 ± 4 • .5 79 ± 4 • .5 (1 • .5 ± o.4)1 o-4 

8 ± 4 21 ± 2 (7.7 ± 1 • .5)10-4 
3 137 

70 ± 2 21 ±2 (3.9 ± o.8)1 o-4 
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Since the geometry was unchanged for the two runs, and for both sets 

of temperatures of each run, the ratios of the resonantly scattered in-

tensities were independent of the geometrical factor. For the low 

temperature measurements the ratio of the reduced intensities for the 

had the value 2.4J ± 0,17. The ratio of the resonantly scattered inten-

sities for a given isotope for two sets of temperatures was independent 

ot the geometrical factor and the source intensity, and had a negligible 

dependence on o<. The value of this quantity, 

f( f2.S 0
) F( OJ ~(71()) 1 A, r/r') 

f(2t/) F ( 0) f{'3o~) A) r;r~ ) 
for os186 was .23 ± O.OJ. 

In the analysis of the results the assumption was made th~t source 

and scatterer had the same Debye temperature. To check this assumption 
. 186 0 0 run J was made vn.th Os for two source temperatures 8 K and 70 K 

0 and a constant scatterer temperature of 21 K. The values for 

..f F( o, ~ J It; r/r') /0-1-J-.) are given in table 1. 

+ 137 (8°) F ( (J) f.(J..1°) I A J r lr'J 
t 137

(7b
0
) F(61 ~(21?: ~;rlr') 

was 1.96 ± 0.08. 

The ratio, 

t-'37(lV 
f 1n(7oj 
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4.2 Discussion ~ ~ Results 

4.21. Recoilless Fractions and Debye Temperatures. The sizable etteets 

observed tor the 137 am 155 keV transitions made possible a earetul study 

ot the recoilless traetiot~ tor these eases ot high tree nucleus recoil 

energy ~ (Eq. ( 1-2)). The recoilless tractions were computed trom the 

values ot .f ~~§;I T I r') by tho mothod o£ See. 2.4. Using 

A "1.. = I+ :f1. 2 ~ ~J. 2.I~~c. t I fi.tt } . I (4-2) 
lt'lf )(e.. J..I,jr +I r I-t~ {1-t-S~~ "'cosec.'() 

and the curves ot F(O,~,A, /) tor the appropriate values ot A we evaluated 
.f-t' I rJ.- 26,27) (I+ o<J., • By using the theoretical values c:11..137 = 1 .30 al¥1 155 = 0.6~ 

we then determined the product tt• tor each Ba and tor each set ot 

tamperatures. 

In order to separately determne the reeoill~s tractions ot the source 

and seatterer ·another relationship was necessary. The Debye model is 

genera~ used to predict the dependence ot the recoilless traction on 

the properties ot the lattice and. on the tamperature ar¥1 tree recoil 

en8l'IY• With this model the recoilless traction is given1) 

-l ,!& P(.f:'-) f = e. 11 eo (4-3) 
) 

where the Debye tamperature ~: contains the lattice properties • k is 

the Boltzman constant, and P( ~) is given by 
tJflr 

f{~ =/ + .9J=) ex_x, ~ . <MJ 
0 

We used. this expression tor the recoilless tractions and made the 

a4.ditional assumption that the Debye temperatures tor the source and 

seatterer were the same. This assumption should be relatively good 

since rhenium and osmium metals have similar lattice properttes. 
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Using this assumption we then solved tor the value ot eD which would give 

agreement with the scattered intensity tor each set ot data. These values 

ot eD and the corresponding recoilless tractions are given in table 2. 

The Debye model gives a simple prediction for the ratio of the 

recoilless tractions tor two different recoil energies. The ratio, 

£1Jl(2t) -r' 7!0) 
f /Sr21,'-r I (30") ) was determined tram the ratio of the scattered 

intensities tor the two energies. In terms ot the De bye model we have the 

relationship 

Lo e:t [t'37(~,o).f''ir3o~ J - - ~ [E~37_ E~s-r] I 0(~} + lJ(PA)] 
.J f'sr'2"'f''S"-?'Joo)j - lr ao l_T' 'l..' II .60 , 

(4-.5) 

The value o£ eD which was in agreement with these results was ~ = (J74 ± 18)° K. 

A comparison ot the temperature dependence ot t with the prediction o£ 

the Debyc model was made by using the ratio of the scattered intensities for 

t.he same Ea 'but tor different te:~1pera tures. This was done tor the Os 186 

oa.sa fOXt tae set of reslllts where both souroe and scatt;erer temperatures 

were vari$4. FJ.IIOJir the ratio ot seatwed. intensities we det.el'Diined. 

~ = (jS8 ± 16)° K. The lllQSt aeeurate measurement made with tbe -.utilDll 

isotopes was the ratio et the scattered intensities tor the second set o£ 

measurements with Os 186• Since the scatterer temperature was oonsta.nt tbis 

ratio gave directly the ratio ot the recoilless tractions tor the source 

tor T = s·° K and T = 70° K. This ratio is in agreement with the predictions 

ot the Debye model it eD = (J.50 ± 16)~ I. This agreqent with the result 

eD = (3.58 ± 16f K supports the assumption o£ equal Debye temperatures tor 

source and scatterer. 

From these results we conclude that the Debye theory- gives only 

qualitatively correct predictions tor the recoilless tractions. The 

effective Debye temperature increases with both temperature and recoil 

energy. 



E , keV 

137 

1.5.5 

137 

Table 2 

Recoilless tractions £ and Debye temperatures 9n £or the two 
gamma ray energies E¥ as determined £rom the sc~ttered inten-
sities ass1lllling that en is the same £or source a:rd scatterer 
£or each set o£ temper~tures. 

eD' deg K T, deg K f 

26 ± .5 .04; ± .oo; 
312 ± 7 

JO ± .5 .041 ± .003 

79 ± 1 .021 ± .002 
330 ± 9 

82 • .5 ± 4 • .5 .019 ± .002 

26 ± .5 .021 ± .002 
322 ± 7 

JO ± .5 .020 ± .002 

79 ± 1 .. 0071 ± .001 
328 + 11 

82 .. .5 ± 4 • .5 .0063 ± .oo1 

314 ± 14 
8±4 .. 049 ± .003 

21 ± 2 .046 ± .003 

70 ± 2 .022 ± .004 
320 ± 14 

21 ±2 .049 ± .. 003 

.53 



* 4.22 Shifts ~ Broadenipgs. The absence o£ isomer shifts with 

these isotopes is consistent with the predictions o£ the collective model 

* ot the nucleus. The isomer shift is given to a good approximation by 

I= C [/'f'to>!"- /Y'to)jj lj l ,4~) 
where f is the shift o£ the observed resonance in cm/sec 8 Jt• (o)['ana, 
}'f'(o)f~e the electron densities at the nucleus for scatterer and source, 

respectively • ij- is the tractional difference between the charge radii 

** ot the excited and ground state nuclei respectively. The constant C is 

given in the nonrelativistic approximation 

C - 'f?r2e1 R'2. c. 
- s ~) 

where Z is the atomic number and e is the electron charge. Veloc,ities 

are defined to be positive tor relative motion o£ the scatterer toward 

the source. The 137 and 1.5.5 keV states are identified in the collective 

model as rotational excitations o£ the ground intrinsic states. To the 

extent that the collective model is valid9 the charge radii and the de-

formations should be the same tor the excited and ground states and no 

isomer shift should be observed., 

It we assume that the observed broadening is due to an unresolved 

electric quadrupole splitting, 

.1 £ _ ea!!(Q r 3 i- I(I+Il] 
J - Lf L ( 2.X -I) J ) (4-7) 

we can calculate a value tor the electric field gradient in osmium. In 

this expression. which is valid for axially symmetric field gradients , 

*For a complete description o£ the isomer shift see Shirley.28 ) 

** For deformed nuclei the isomer shift can result from a change in 
deformation as well as from a change in charge radius. This is discussed 
by Shirley.28) 
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4£" j is the energy shitt ot the j th hypertine level, Q is the quad.rapole 

moment tor the nuclear state, eq is the field gradient at the nucleus, and 

mj is the Zt component ot the nuclear spin I. The field gradients in osmium 

and rhenium are axially symmetric as a result ot the hexagonal crystal 

structure. From the known value ot the intrinsic quadrupole moment, 

Q0 = 6.2 10·24 cm2 29), the value of Q for the 2+ level was calculated with 

the expression3°), 

l'l _ Q 3/c 2~I(I+I) (4-8) 
L>( - 0 (I+I) ( tli-3) ) 

which is valid for members of a rotational band. Here K is the projection 

ot I on the nuclear symmetry axis ani is zero for this case. Using the 

value of rhenium eqre = 4.05 1017 V/cm2 31) and our value for the broaden-

ing o.f the line we found eq s = (6.5 ~+ 1 .o) 1017 V / cm2• This result is 
0 -

equal to the field gradient that one obtains from the value tor rhenium 

by simply changing the lattice contribution according to the larger c/a 

ratio for osmium. 31 ) 



The properties ot the Eu.1.53 alld Pr 141 level schemes (Figs. 1.5 and. 

16) make these isotopes attractive for M!ssbauer scattering experiments. 

About 7eJI, of the beta decays of the Sm 153 pareDt result in a 1 0) keV 

Eu.153 gamma ray. The Ce141 source has a 7~ branching to the 145 keV 

level of Pr141 with the remairlder ot the decays goil'lg directly' to the 

ground state. Both the Sm1.53 and ce141 sources are characterized by 

small amounts of internal.Brems,strahlung and have low int&J1Sit1es of 

gamma rays of energies higher than the 103 and 14.5 keV transitions used. 

in the experiments. The natural widths of these. lines • as determined 

trom the haltlives of J • .s32 • :33) and. 2.o.J4> nsec, are sutficieatly' narrow 

to permit the study ot isomer shitts and hypertine splittiags • 

.5.1 EePerim.ental Reslll ts . 

.5.11 ~Q3 !D!i SmF3 Sourc!§._ with!!!~% Scatterer. A 31- siDgle 

line resonant peak was observed with an Sm~o3 source at ()0 ± 10)0 I and 

an ~o3 scatterer at ()0 ± .5)° K. The scatterer consisted. ot a O.J g/cm2 

layer of Eu2o3 cemented to the entire inner surface of the scatterer 

support. The resonant peak was observed to have a width of 

(0.21 ± 0.01) am/sec and was shifted by ( ... 0.04.5 ± 0.00.5) em/sec. The 

velocity is defined to be positive when the scatterer moves toward the 

source. The scattered i.ntemsity was also measured. for scatterer and 

source temperatures ot 80° K. 

Measurements were also made with an smr3 source at (2.3 ± 2)° K and 

an ~uzo3 riDg scatterer (Sec. ).2) at (22 ± 2)° K. The 18.6~ single peak 
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observed had a larger width (0.27 ± 0.03) am/see and a. larger shift 

(-0.12 ± 0.02) em/sec than was observed with the sm2o3 source • 

59 

.5.12 ~QJ Source withy Europium Iron Garnet Scatterer. In order 

to obtain a. value tor the magnetic moment o£ the 1 03 keV level o£ lu 1.53 • 

measurements were made with a £err:imagnetic scatterer. To obtain a 

resolved JDagnetic hyper:tine splitting with typical experimental line 

widths o£ 0.21 em/sec (0.7J 10-6ev) it was necessary to have a scatterer 

with an e££ective magnetic field at the nuclEUS He£f 1 o6 Oe. Magnetic 

fields at the center o£ rare earth ions are frequently larger than this 

because the orbital angular momentum o£ the untilled 4£ shell is 

unquenched_-3.5) Few europium compounds or alloys exhibit a large He:rt• 

however, because the ground state o£ the common J+ ion is 7F0_36 ) Tb.e 

hyper!ine :field is proporti<t>nal to the z component o£ the total angular 

momentum which is zero tor this case. In europium iron garm.et (h.IG) • 

however, the strong exchange interaction o£ the iron sublattice causes 

a suf'ticient admixture of the excited 7F1 atomic state into the 7r0 state 

to produce a sizable £ield_37) This field has been studied with the 

Moss bauer e££ect in the Ell 1.51 isotope and has been found to be 

(.58.5 ± 1.5) 10J oe.'8 • 39) 

Measurements were made with a 0 • .5 g/cm2 ring scatterer o£ Bum 
0 ' 0 at (17 ± 2) K. The Sm2o3 source had a tEIIlperature (1.5 ± 2) K. The 

results tor one polarity o£ the pickup signal are shown in F.ig. 17. 

Appro.x:ima.tely the same number o£ counts were taken with the polarity 

reversed. Data was taken with larger velocities but no other lines 

were observed. 
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Fig. 17. The magnetic hyper.f'ine spectrum .for a single line 
Sm2o3 source and a .f'errimagnetic europium iron garnet 
scatterer. The curve of' the scattered count rate vs. 
the e.t"£ective scatterer velocity is shown. The e.t"£ec-
tive scatterer velocity is the rod velocity divided by 
1.25 and is positive .f'or the scatterer moving toward 
the source. The data haye been slope-corrected and 
the background is normalized to 1. The solid line is 
the result o:£ the least square .f'it. 
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1~ ~ 5.13 f!: Results. Single resonant peaks ot about~ and J~ ot 

the background level were observed with Oe02 and CeFJ sources at (15 ± 3)0 I 

and. a .45 g/cvi scatterer ot Pr6o11 at (17 ± 2)0 I. The lines observed. hacl 

wi4tbs that were larger by factors ot J.O and 2.0 respectively thaD the 

natural widths calculated from the 2.0 nsec half ... lite of the state. 

5.2 Discussion !( the Results 

5.21 Recoilless Fractions Ill!! De'bre Temperatures. The rec()illess 

tractions were evaluated frCI)Jil the scattered intensities by the method 

ot Sec. 2.4. In order to evaluate the recoilless fractions of Sm2o3 
and Eu2o3 we assumed that for a given temperature both materials have 

the same Debye tem.perature and that the resonance lines are broadened 

by the same factor of 2.75. Using the value 1.50 ± 0.1540) for the 

conversion coefficient we found the recoilless fraction at .)0° K to be 

(.3~5 ± 0.7) 10-2 with a corresponding Debye temperature, Bp = (215 ± 15)Cl> K. 

This result is in good agreement with the value 9D = 225° K found by 

A.tzmomy. Mualem and Ofer. 41 ) Using f% = 215° K for the Sm2o3 source 
0 . 

and Eu2o3 scatterer we then found larger values &D = (340 ± 80) K and 

~D = (270 ± 40)° K for the EuiG scatterer and the smr3 source respective~. 

We also evaluated the Debye temperature from the ratio of the 

scattered intensities for the Sm2o3 source and the Eu2o3 scatterer 

tor the two sets of temperatures. The value &p = (26.3 ± 20 )° K was 

in agreement with the observed temperature dependence .. 

The recoilless fractions calculated from the Praseodymium results 

are surprisingly large.. Using the value o(: = 0 .. 4642 ' 4.3) we found 

that the product of the recoilless fractions for the Ce02 source and 

the Pr6o11 scatterer was (2.4 ± 1.2) 1 o=5" We then have average values 

t = 0.0049 ± 0.0012 and·~= (270 ± 20)° K for the two lattices. The 



recoilless fractions and the Debye temperatures were nearly the same for 

the results with the CeF3 source. 

The values for Debye temperatures and recoilless fractions found 

with the Eu153 and Pr141 isotopes were higher than we had expected. 

The expectations were based on earlier experiments by Shirley and coworkers44) 

with the 21.7 keV transition in Eu 151 • From their transmission experiments 

with sources and absorbers of ~uzo3 .they found a Debye temperature for 

6 0·40 0 0 Eu2o3 which increased from 5 at K to 185 at 300 K •. Using their 

value for eD at 4° K one would expect the recoilless fractions for the 

103 keV transition with. the lattices Eu2o3 and Sm2o3 to be less than 10-5. 

A higher Debye temperature has been report~ for the similar Gd2o3 lattice. 

oter and coworkers45) have studied the Mossbauer effect with the 26 keV 

transition in Dy161 • Their results with a Tb161 source in a Gd2o3 lattice 

at room temperature indicate a Debye temperature aD = 230° K. Shirley1s 

high temperature value eD = 185° K and the Debye temperatures found with 

Dy161 and Eu1,53 appear to be roughly consistent. There is striking dis-

agreement, however, between the low temperature values, eD -=- 65° K and 

aD~ 220° K found with the Eu151 and Euj53 isotopes respectively. 

On the basis of the work done with Eu 153 the result of eD = 65° K 

at 4° K seems questionable. If we accept this value however we are faced 

with an interesting question about the inter-atomic forces in the lattice. 

The recoilless fraction can be expressed in the form 

I -ER&(Tj ('(w)) 
-r::.e ) 

where G (1) ('(t.o)) is a function of the temperature and the density of 

phonon states 0 but does not depend upon the energy of the emitted gamma 

ray. The only asswnption that has been used in the derivation of 
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Eq. (5-1) is that the lattice forces are har.monic.46 •47) To 

the extent that Eq. (5-1) is valid the effective Debye temperatures ob-

served should be independent of the energy of the gamma ray transition. 

The larger effective Debye temperatures observed for the higher transi-

tion energies wou~d indicate that the recoilless fractions show a strong 

dependence on anharmonic lattice forces. 

5. 22 Illi!, Magnetic Moment 2.£ ~ 1Q1 ~ Eu 153 State. The complete 

interpretation of the results with the EuiG scatterer must include the 

possibilities of a quadrupole interaction and an isomer shift in addition 

to the magnetic hyperfine interaction. The energy shi!t of the jth line 

is than given by 

~ Ej =bE -/(• He-Ff( 9Wii- j'f-w,j·) 

, ~ .... rQ 3m· -I( r. +O 
7f e ~ 5:. ( 2r - 1) 

+ 

~
(5-2) 

_ Q~ _3 WJ~i- r1-(r1+ 
:t'(~-1) J 

where 5 E is the isomer shift,_,;fo is the nuclear magneton, g arrl g* are 

the g factors of the ground and. excited states, eq is the electric fi~ld 

gradient at the nucleus, Q and Q* are the quadrupole moments of the 

ground and excited states, I and I* are the spins of the states with z 

* components mj and mj. Twelve lines are expected for the predominantly 

Ml transitions between the 5/2 and J/2 ground and excited states. ln 

Fig. 18 the relative positions of the lines, under the assumption that 

quadrupole interactions can be neglected, are shown as a function of g*/g. 

The data were least square fitted to a superposition of twelve 

Lorentzian lines with relative positions given by Eq. (5-2) and with 

the relative intensities given by the square of the appropriate Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients. The result of one of the fits is shown in Fig. 17. 

From the fits we found that the quadrupole couplings e2qQ and e2qQ* were 



Fig. 18. The g-£actor diagram £or the case o£ ground and excited 
state s~in: 5/2 and J/2 respectively. The positions,; 
(mj - f mj); o£ the 12 lines to be e.xpec;ed tor M1 
transitions are shown as a £unction o£ g /g. Blectrio 
quadrupole effects have not been included. 
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less than 1 o-7 eV. The shitt ot the center ot the spectraa was obsened. 

to be (0.0)6 ± 0.006) ca/sec. The values obtained. tor g • /g titere.:2.05. 

and 2.14 tor the two sets ot data. By averagina the values we obtained 
• C. /g = 2.1 :.!: 0.2. 

Using the value tor the magnetic aoment ot the ground. state 

){= (1.50? ± o.OOJ)48 n a we then tound. the value tor the excited.state 
• magnetic aoaent)( = (1.90 ± 0.2) n a. This value was obtained Without 

making any usuaptions about the aagni tude ot the magnetic field. at tbe 

nucleus. AtzaoJlT, Mual•, and Oter41 ) applied the aclditional coutraint 
• • Bet£= 585 kOe to their tit and obtained the value}( = (2.01 ± 0.09) n •• 
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